
Vision 20/20 Building Update 

Greetings everyone.  We continue to make great progress.  While we wish we had a bit more rain for our 

yards this past month, it has been great for construction!  The following is a breakdown of activities 

since the last update.  

 

The roof beams are installed and about 50% of the roofing material completed.  The bricklayers are also 

making excellent progress with almost all of the west wall completed and most of the south wall.  And, 

we have connected the new building with the existing one along with a new roof.  Soon, the west wall 

near the handicap door will get a huge hole in it for the new double doors into the social/lobby area 

near the new restroom/showers.  Finally, the kitchen, cooler/freezer area, office, custodial, and storage 

areas have been framed.  We also approved three change orders (CO) this month. 

 

CO #6:  This is the rebuild and repair of the existing drain/piping for our storm sewer.  This was a lucky 

one for us due to the fact that the contractor (JP Burns Excavating) caught it.  When the new sewer drain 

system was being installed, the contractor discovered that some of our downspouts were not connected 

to the sewer system.  Furthermore, one of the existing drains was totally blocked up.  So, to meet code 

and to properly manage our water flow, we need to install a new downspout and clear out the old one. 

 

CO #7:  This CO corrects a design mistake for window installation along the four meeting/classrooms by 

installing wood blocking to anchor the windows.  The window system anchor point is in the center of the 

frame which falls outside of the stud framing in the wall cavity.  We were not able to shift the window 

location because it would cause a gap between the frame and brick.  The 2x’s will fill the void and 

provide solid anchoring.   

 

CO #8:  This is a redesign of the roof extension into the existing main building.  The vent pipes through 

the roof over-framing would not align to provide a weather seal, so they extended the vent pipes to 

improve the two buildings’ roof integration.  This is a NO COST CO. 

 

We also have several other change orders coming per the executive committee’s request.  We 

requested an estimate for a Generator Backup System that covers the walk in cooler/freezer, two future 

receptacles for standalone refrigerators/freezers, and accent lighting.  The estimate will include the 

generator system, gas lines, pad, electrical lines, and labor.  

 

The other estimates are grouped together because they are somewhat related since they involve bits 

and bytes.  In August, I hosted a meeting with the general contractor, O’Fallon Electric, Mark Sauer, 

Michelle Rose, and Tracy Bodenbach from Output Unlimited, a sound system company Michelle has had 

good experiences with in the past.  Our first discussion was what I termed the ‘standard infrastructure 

line requirements for a generic sound system.’  We reviewed the schematics, walked the room, 

discussed potential uses, answered Tracy’s questions, and O’Fallon Electric’s site lead did a nice job of 

explaining the current plan for location of internet/phone/lighting lines.  It was a positive and productive 

session.  This past week (Sep 14th), Tracy submitted a recommended infrastructure line/box 

requirements, along with estimates for a sound system, video, and lighting.  We concurred with the 

infrastructure requirements and requested an estimate from the general contractor for the 

power/conduit infrastructure portion of the recommendation. 



 

Additionally, at that meeting we evaluated several other electronic requirements from the plan.  First, 

we reviewed the plan for a telephone/VOIP installation.  We had a line in the plans for the kitchen, and 

Mark said that was good.  Then, we looked at the plan for internet access and it was not only well laid 

out, but designed for expansion in the out years.  There are seven internet boxes providing wireless 

access points (WAP) fielded across the new construction area.  We liked all of them except one.  Mark 

asked to move the WAP from Lobby #1 to Lobby #2.  This is a NO COST CHANGE ORDER. 

 

Our final topic was the support to add additional conduits/wire for seven security cameras (NIC).  

O’Fallon Electric will evaluate each of the seven locations identified and determine the best type of 

stub/box to install for the cameras.  To get the signals across the existing building, we brainstormed 

costs, technology and expansion options.  Since we will have a terminal located in the new building for 

fiber/phone/WAP lines, we agreed in order to provide the most efficient, reliable service, as well as 

long-term capabilities for future uses such as a campus intercom/warning system or expansion of other 

IT capabilities, the best option is to install fiber optic line(s) from the location of the terminal located in 

the new building’s general storage room to the existing office by the church secretary’s desk.  O’Fallon 

Electric is also going to look at installation options to keep from having to put another line over the 

sanctuary doors, if possible.  This will be a change order for the seven new lines, the fiber/copper 

terminal boxes, and installation. 

 

In addition to all of these activities, we are planning for the big push outside in October.  Around the 

middle of the month, the asphalt tear out, fill for the parking lot expansion, new electrical lines and 

lights, concrete islands, and south lawn area grading will start as we move the focus to the parking lot 

expansion.  This will occur after the big equipment and concrete mixers are removed from the work 

area.  When this starts, there will be a 2 week period where no vehicles will be allowed on the campus 

parking lot.  We will get the word out as soon as we know those dates. 

 

The general contractor has also informed us that there will be periods of time in October when we may 

have 50-60 workers on site at any one time.  We will do our best to coordinate activities to keep the PYC 

children and everyone else safe.  The workers are being extra careful when children are present, but we 

also need to be watchful, supportive of the workers, and remain away from the fenced area.    

 

Keep praying for good weather and the safety of our construction team members.  The following set of 

pictures were taken on September 18th (the USAF’s 73rd birthday!). 

 

 

Jim Curtis 

Project Manager 

 

 

 



 
Meeting/classrooms with fellowship hall. 

 

 
Social area connector between new building and Narthex. 

 



 
East facing view of fellowship hall, meeting rooms, and outdoor overhang. 

 

 
Kitchen, storage, office (in blue) and West side of fellowship hall. 

 



 
Kitchen, office, freezer/cooler, utility, custodial areas. 

 

 
Facing West, kitchen, cooler/freezer, office area. 

 



 
Social area and connector between buildings (note: there will be a large double door in this wall) 


